FIRE PAPER v2
FIRECHAIN ECOSYSTEM

INTRODUCTION
“Beauty is a good letter of introduction.”
- Messiah (Kryptonacci)
I came into the world of crypto with high hopes and a desire to help charities out of
love. I had never been exposed to such deceitful and fraudulent behavior before.
So many beautiful projects with the potential to develop into a success, but one
chooses fast money over honor.
I've had it with thieves using charities as a cover for their deceptions, frauds, and rug
pulls. My motivation level is really high, and my inspiration has been sparked.
It would be a privilege to be able to fight for others who are less fortunate. Many
people will hesitate, but don't blame them.
Consider a community governed by respectable people who make a positive
contribution to society.
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WHY DEDECO?
“Imagine a honorable community the world can count on.”
- Messiah (Kryptonacci)
Our world's future lies in cryptocurrencies.
Often protocols and exchanges contribute funds to charitable organizations. This is
frequently done as part of a marketing strategy rather than delivering genuine
assistance. There is no change without continuity.
Donaswap will help to solve this problem. This laudable step, of course, cannot be
taken without assistance.
The majority of the resources are controlled by centralized charities all across the
world. Let’s decentralize fundraising.
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BACKSTORY
“Honor has always been the reward for what was given.”
- Messiah (Kryptonacci)
Donaswap was created with a noble intention in mind. Messiah's only purpose is to
develop the world's largest decentralized fundraising ecosystem, with the primary
goal of donating resources to charitable organizations all around the world!
This is our starting point, and it is our ambition to make a difference in people's lives.
Our opinion will, be heard, and our presence will be felt.
Donaswap was created by a single individual, Messiah, who had a difficult path from
the start but refused to give up.
What's the deal with Donaswap? What's the harm? Why wouldn't people come to
swap, stake, or farm their tokens if it meant they could support charities? There is
no additional charge for this service.
1. They were skeptic of Messiah and thought he was a con artist.
2. We are not bringing a meme coin; instead, the Donaswap Protocol has a utility
strategy. The ideology was not created by whales or YouTubers. It all started with
a dream and a single inspired man.
3. Messiah: "I was born for a reason, and I have walked this earth in misery." I know
I won't be able to do it on my own, but I've decided to try.
Only as a community, can we truly change something
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DONASWAP (DONA)
“It’s not how much we give, but how much love we put into giving.”
- Messiah (Kryptonacci)
DONASWAP, which stands for “donation swap,” aims to be the first and largest
“Decentralized Donation Ecosystem” (DEDECO) in the world. Their quest is to
operate effectively as the funding seed for charitable organizations. The
DONASWAP Token on the BSC will be used to stake, farm and swap.
The DONASWAP DEX will be available on the “FireChain” and will serve as the
Network’s main DEX.
The DONASWAP token generates frictionless yield by applying a 10% fee for each
transaction. 5% of each transaction is automagically distributed to holders, and
another 5% is automagically provided to the DONA/BNB liquidity pool.
Total Supply: 100,000,000,000,000,000 DONA
Burned Supply: 49,569,092.08B DONA
Circulating Supply: 40,430,907.92B DONA

Marketing fund
5,000,000,000,000,000 DONA was send to the marketing wallet at launch. The team
only uses the reflections received on this address

Charity fund
5,000,000,000,000,000 DONA was send to the charity wallet at launch. The team
only uses the reflections received on this address
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DONASWAPENOMICS
''You don’t understand anything until you learn it more than one way."
- Messiah (Kryptonacci)

$DONA (DONASWAP)
45% of our tokens were officially "burned" to the “dead wallet” on the Binance
Smart Chain. The Round Table Knights were then launched after adding the other
half to Pancakeswap and locking the liquidity.
There is a 10% transaction fee for each transaction made. DONA is burning tokens
every single trade with the goal of reducing the supply.
Even if DONA never hits $0.01, between our publicity and our utility, DONA will be
worth proportionately more than the popular, altcoins.
Many have attempted to mimic our ferocious blade, but our project's shape and
functionality will surpass their hype.
DONA STATS AS OF 8/30/22
2068 Holders
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PUNK KNIGHTS NFKs
“A hidden connection is stronger than an obvious one.”
- Messiah (Kryptonacci)
The Punk Knights are a collection of 1,125 individual created scholarly art Knights,
unique handwritten metadata on the Binance Smart Chain. Each Knight is unique
and comes with different traits and attributes varying in rarity.

Unborn knights
All knights will remain unborn and unrevealed till the collection is sold out. This way
everyone gets a fair chance to solve the hidden secrets of knights.
The metadata is also unrevealed as a protection. This will be updated when the
collection is sold out.

The easter eggs
The Punk Knights collections contains one of the largest easter eggs in history and is
the first of it’s kind in the NFT space!
There isn’t much we can write here at the moment as we try to avoid giving out
hints. Time will tell how unique and special the collection of 1125 knights actually is.

The secrets
Whoever solves the mystery of knights shall receive a gift worthy of his or her
knowledge. The team is constantly working on new ways to get new people in to the
NFT world.
482/ 1,125 Minted
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THE VISION OF FIRESWAP
“A man without a vision for his future always returns to his past.”
- Messiah (Kryptonacci)
We are committed to developing the world's leading Decentralized Donation
Ecosystem (DEDECO). The root from which the Fire-Themed Ecosystem sprouted
was the DONASWAP token.
The purpose of Fireswap is to establish a secure platform for trading your treasured
cryptocurrency while staying decentralized. We have the potential to grow
tremendously given that we are dedicated to our holders. We'll keep growing this
ecosystem so that it can attract more and more users to the Fireswap platform.
Our distinctive tokenomics, forked design, professional development, and growth
from our token will strengthen the platform's foundation and eventually benefit the
Ecosystem in the long run.
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TOKENOMICS FIRESWAP DEX
"Those who don’t believe in magic will never find it."
- Messiah (Kryptonacci)
The relationship between DONASWAP Token and the Fire Knights developed
beyond a basic experiment. With the publication of this paper and the launch of
Fireswap, we have evolved into a decentralized donation ecosystem that is
enhanced by a DEX of our own.
As a result, $DONA is redefined to be more than it could ever be on its own, and as
a result, DONASWAP will outperform, outlive, and outgrow every cryptocurrency
that tries to imitate it.
FireSwap will showcase our core tokens:
DONASWAP: $DONA
Punk Knights: $KNIGHT
Fire Flame: $FLAME

On Fireswap you will HARVEST or HIDE for FLAME and other FIRE UP returns.
TRADING tokens, allows to exchange one token for another token.
When you HARVEST, HIDE or TRADE, you generate FIRE UP returns that are
distributed to the Fire Pools.
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When you HIDE (stake) tokens:
*These tokens are a representation of your share of the pool and will be automatically detected when you want to
unstake your tokens through the HIDE tool.

You Hide

You Receive

DONA

KNIGHT

FLAME

xDONA

xKNIGHT

fFLAME

- When you HARVEST (provide liquidity) you receive FSLP tokens

DONA

FLAME

Dona-Bnb FSLP

Flame-Bnb FSLP

These tokens are the FSLP tokens you will receive when harvesting for our
ecosystem tokens
These pools will then distribute rewards proportionally to all the holders of the
aforementioned token pools.
While the staked tokens received a fixed percentage of FLAME the FSLP pools are
distributed as FPB (FLAME per block) based on the allocation points to each
individual pools.
Furthermore, certain HARVEST pools are eligible for DOUBLE or even TRIPLE
rewards!
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FIRESWAP LIQUIDITY EVENT
“It is the desire to serve that makes a great leader. Not the desire to rule.”
- Messiah (Kryptonacci)
To get Fireswap off on the right horse, we are having a two week “Liquidity Event”.
During these 14 days, 1000 FLAME per block will be minted for allocation pool user
returns. After this, the rate will be reduced overtime with a decreasing algorithm.
During the “Liquidity Event”, 1000 FPB will be divided and distributed across all
allocated farming pools through HARVEST. Additionally 50 FPB will be minted,
divided and distributed to HIDE pools, and 100 FPB will be minted and distributed
to the development wallet.
You can also bring your liquidity for selected pairs from various DEXs and others to
receive part of the FLAME returns.

FLAME per block after the “Liquidity Event”.
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HIDE DONA
HIDE (stake) your DONASWAP tokens for FLAME returns and more!
3% of all FLAME Per Block (FPB) is additionally minted and distributed to xDONA
POOL. xDONA's strength comes from the fact that it ALSO pools 0.1% of ALL BNB
exchange transaction fees that take place on FireSwap. In addition, the 0.05% of
allocated* swap fees are distributed into Hide pools, and a part is sent to xDONA
holders, which allows the users to increase their Dona balance.
The 33% of the FLAME and BNB returns will be weekly distributed and available for
withdraw, and the remaining 67% will be time-locked for 6 months.

3% TOTAL FPB
All swap BNB Trans. Fees
Part of 0.05% Swap Fees
converted into DONA

DONA
Staking Pool

HIDE

You’ll get
xDONA
(share of the
pool)
Donation Pool

Returns
33% Available
67% Locked 6 months
*Allocated swap fees are the fees from any token transaction within FireSwap excluding BNB, ETH, BUSD,
USDT, USDC
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HARVEST DONA
DONA-BNB
Pool

You’ll receive

Migrate

DONA-BNB FSLP

DONA-BNB

(share of the pool)

PCSv2 or FLP

STAKE
FSLP

ALLOCATED
FLAMES

HARVEST

Returns

33% Available
67% Locked for 6 months

The 33% of the FLAME will be available for withdraw at any time, and the remaining
67% will be time-locked for 6 months
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HIDE KNIGHT
HIDE (stake) your Punk Knight NFK for FLAME returns and more!
3% of all FLAME Per Block (FPB) is additionally minted and distributed to xKNIGHT
POOL. xKNIGHT is powerful because it ALSO pools 0.1% of ALL BNB swap transaction
fees which occur on Fireswap.
The 33% of the FLAME and BNB returns will be weekly distributed and available for
withdraw, and the remaining 67% will be time-locked for 6 months.

3% TOTAL FPB
All swap BNB Trans. Fees

KNIGHTS
Staking Pool
HIDE

You’ll get
xKNIGHT
(share of the
pool)

Donation Pool
Returns
33% Available
67% Locked 6 months
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HIDE FLAME
Get fFLAME when you HIDE FLAME Tokens.
1% of all FLAME Per Block (FPB) is additionally minted and distributed to fFLAME
holders, that are part of the FLAME POOL. Furthermore, the 0.05% of the allocated
swap fees are distributed into Hide pools, and a part is sent to fFLAME holders,
which allows the users to increase their Flame balance.

3% TOTAL FPB
All swap BNB Trans. Fees
Part of 0.05% Swap Fees
converted into FLAME

FLAME
Staking Pool
HIDE

You’ll get
xFLAME
(share of the
pool)

Donation Pool
Returns
33% Available
67% Locked 6 months
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HARVEST FLAME
FLAME liquidity is encouraged on Fireswap by offering the FLAME FSLP TOKEN. The
FLAME FSLP TOKEN pool gathers 0.1% of all BUSD swap returns and 0.1% of all USDT
swap returns.

FLAME-BNB
POOL

You’ll receive

FLAME-BNB FSLP
(share of the pool)

HARVEST
Returns

33% Available
67% Locked for 6 months

STAKE
FSLP

ALLOCATED
FLAME
+
0.1% BUSD
0.1% USDT
Swap Trans.

The 33% of the FLAME will be available for withdraw at any time, and the remaining
67% will be time-locked for 6 months
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FIRESWAP DEX
“Try not to become a man of success, rather become a man of value.”
- Messiah (Kryptonacci)
Fireswap is a fork of ShibaSwap on the Binance Smart Chain with a little touch of
MoonScan and BubbleMaps on it.
Fireswap which stands for Financial Relief Swap is way for our ecosystem to
generate funds which can be donated to the chosen charities.

What does this mean?
Holders will be able to farm, stake $DONA, KNIGHT & $FLAME to earn $FLAME
returns on the DEX.
We’ll also keep the Shib Burn Portal, powered by Ryoshis Vision to support their
journey to reach 0,01ct.
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UNKNIGHTED LIST
“A good leader must be fair.”
- Messiah (Kryptonacci)
We think that joining Fire Knights should have advantages. benefits that YOU enjoy.
Because of this, we forbid wallets from independent exchanges from receiving ANY
FIRE UP Returns through Fireswap.
We created this unique Blacklist-style functionality for Fireswap in case some of the
top DONA wallets ever switched to exchange platforms.
With the help of this unknighted functionality, holders on exchanges who wish to
access Fireswap returns won't have to be concerned that an unaligned entity may
try to stake with their tokens and then restrict withdrawals.
Your keys, your Crypto!
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FUTURE OF THE ECOSYSTEM
“The best way to predict the future is to create it.”
- Messiah (Kryptonacci)
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT
To assure the longevity of Fireswap and the DONASWAP Ecosystem, a part of the
minted FLAME will be allocated to a multi-signature-activated Development wallet.
This wallet will be split in 80% - 20% during the first 14 days, then 50% - 50%,
Core Developers & Round Table Knight Fund
Each volunteer developer will be able to get compensation for their initial
investment in Fireswap as well as compensation to enable them to focus only on
the Ecosystem thanks to this distribution of funds.
The Knights are the round table veterans, and they have all received medals for
preventing bot takeovers and combating daily FUD. This fund enables the Dev team
to have a trusted set of knights (admins) distributed across many channels, to
ensure a secure environment where DONA/FIRE supporters can establish
community without being harassed by FUD, frauds, and other problems,
Fire-Themed Ecosystem Development & Marketing Funds
This fund will be put towards the continued development of our Fire-Themed
Ecosystem. Now that Fireswap is live, it is up to us to keep that momentum going.
This funding will also empower us to rapidly and on a real budget develop ideas
from the 2021 QuestMap set by our founder. The remaining funds will be used to
finish the projects approved by the Community Governance votes for 2023 and
2024 once QuestMap items have been completed.
The DONASWAP Ecosystem is even more astounding when you take into account
the fact that the entire initiative has so far been successful without investing any
money in marketing.
However, this FLAME PILE will enable the team to implement global marketing
tactics, such as advertisements, making DONA the most popular name in the
mainstream cryptocurrency space, ranking among top leading assets.
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FLAME DAO
“Democracy is the Government of the people, by the people, for the people.”
- Messiah (Kryptonacci)
Following the DONASWAP Liquidity Event, we will devote the following several
months to adding pairings to Fireswap. We intend to onboard more than 100 pairs
in 2023 alone. We will have built a genuine decentralized ecosystem once our
FLAME DAO (Decentralized Autonomous Organization & FLAME Governance Token)
is paired with it.

FLAME DAO
Our Governance system will be introduced by the team later this year.
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FIREMASK
“The whole fun of living is trying to make something better.”
- Messiah (Kryptonacci)
Buy, store, send, swap tokens, collect NFTs, see BubbleMap clusters & MoonScan
reflection data. FireMask equips you with a key vault, secure login, token wallet,
and token exchange.

Visit www.thefiremask.com for more information.
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FIRECHAIN NETWORK
“The best time for new beginnings is now.”
- Messiah (Kryptonacci)
The Firechain Network will have a limited supply of 42,000,000 coins. A limited
supply will be available for the sacrifice phase.

For more information about the sacrifice phase visit www.info.thefirechain.com
or read the Firechain Firepaper on www.thefirechain.com.
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PARTNERSHIPS
“If everyone is moving forward together, then success takes care of itself.”
- Messiah (Kryptonacci)

MOONSCAN

BUBBLEMAPS

GEMLIST

VULKANIA

PBA

RYOSHIS VISION

STEUN DE JEUGD
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This is a living document and information is up to date at the time of publishing.
Please note information herein does not constitute investment advice, financial
advice, trading advice, or any other sort of advice and you should not treat any of
the content as such.
The Fire-Themed team suggests you conduct your own due diligence and consult
your financial advisor before making any investment decisions. By purchasing any
Fire-Themed product, you agree that you are not purchasing a security or
investment and you agree to hold the team harmless and not liable for any losses or
taxes you may incur. You also agree that the team is presenting the products "as is"
and is not required to provide any support or services. You should have no
expectation of any form from the Fire-Themed Ecosystem and its team. Although
Firechain is a community driven DeFi Ecosystem and not a registered digital
currency, the team strongly recommends that citizens in areas with government
bans on Crypto do not purchase it because the team cannot ensure compliance with
your territories regulations. Always make sure that you are in compliance with your
local laws and regulations before you make any purchase.
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